If G is a group with trivial center, the automorphism tower of G is the series G = A0 < Ax < A2 < • • •, where Ai+X is the automorphism group of Al (and A¡ is identified with its inner automorphisms). It is a theorem of Wielandt [5] that if G is finite, its automorphism tower has finite height. In fact, slightly more generally, Wielandt showed that if G is a finite subnormal subgroup of A and CA(G) = 1, then | A |"is bounded in terms of | G | . The proof of this theorem has been simplified in a number of ways over the years but the bounds obtained for | A | in even the more recent literature (for example [2,4, and 7] ) are rather crude and awkward to state explicitly. The aim of this note is to record a very simple argument which yields a much more reasonable bound. There are no new ideas; only more effective exploitation of old ones.
The following notation will be used: Gsn A means G is a subnormal subgroup of A; Aut(G), Z(G) and F(G) denote, respectively, the automorphism group of G, the center, and the Fitting subgroup of G; CA(G) denotes the centralizer of G in A; G00 is the nilpotent residual of G, the smallest normal subgroup of G with G/Gx nilpotent; F*(A) is the generalized Fitting subgroup introduced by Bender (so
is generated by the minimal normal subgroups of F(A)CA(F(A))/F(A)). All groups are assumed to be finite.
The argument depends on three basic facts, two of which have been used previously in the context of the tower theorem. All have quite short and elementary proofs.
(1) (Schenkman [3] ) If Gsn A with CA(G) = 1, then CA(GX) < G°°. The proof of Wielandt's theorem is now easy.
